Blyth Offshore Wind Farm: Dynamic Monitoring

CLIENT: EDF ENERGY RENEWABLES / BAM GROUP JV

THE CHALLENGE

The Blyth Offshore Demonstrator Project is an ambitious project delivered by EDF Energy Renewables, showcasing ground-breaking and experimental construction techniques. It consists of 5 wind turbines with a combined generation capacity of 41.5MW, enough low carbon energy to power 34,000 homes, whilst cutting annual CO₂ emissions by 57,600 tonnes.

The turbines make use of a concrete Gravity Based Foundation (GBF) for support, which were constructed by BAM using a technique called Float & Submerge, where they were constructed on land, floated down a river and submerged to the sea floor.

BAM performed inclination tests to define the exact centre of buoyancy for the GBFs to confirm the stability during tow and installation. A reliable inclination system was needed to demonstrate that they were as stable as the design had predicted they would be during the towing and final submersion, so monitoring was extended a further month and BAM also requested that the reporting rate be increased to a real-time level of 1 Hz.

OUR SOLUTION

Two high precision triaxial tilt nodes were positioned around steel platforms on top of each of the GBF’s steel shafted masts, complete with waterproof straight antennae. Senceive’s patented magnetic mounting system allowed the tilt nodes to be quickly installed in any orientation, with each unit having a magnetic pull force of 100Kgs. The BAM team responsible for monitoring the GBFs asked for the two triaxial tilt nodes to be installed at a right angle to each other, which served two purposes: To provide redundancy in the unlikely event of failure or node disturbance and corroboration of the readings.

The nodes were all set to an initial reporting rate of 1 minute for the dry dock testing period (increased to 1 second later on) and trigger levels were preset to alert users via SMS text message. Data was then relayed through each mast’s own Solar 3G Gateway and wirelessly communicated through the FlatMesh network to the Senceive WebMonitor visualisation software, which can be accessed by registered users on any tablet, smart phone or computer worldwide.

THE OUTCOME

BAM needed to demonstrate that the built GBFs were as stable as the design had predicted it would be during the towing and final submersion, so monitoring was extended a further month and BAM also requested that the reporting rate be increased to a real-time level of 1 Hz.

The innovative Float & Submerge method used proved highly successful with the only movement shown in the dynamic data being that of the tides. The system had the advantage of swift easy installation and proved its reputation for robustness and reliability in harsh and challenging environments.

“Having the tiltmeters in place gave a very quick and accurate insight in how the GBF responded to every load of ballast that was put in” – Koen van Doremaele, BAM Infra
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